Form A: Recommended to be Completed by All students who plan to pursue
Biotechnology, Chemistry or Biology Programs or Transfer
Determining Your Future Interests and Assessing Your Current Educational
Status
1) Have you made a decision or at least narrowed down your interests, regarding which program or
career tracks you want to pursue after completing the transfer courses or graduation at MCTC?
_______Yes , ______________No
2) a) If your answer is yes to Q#1, mention what are the program paths or careers you are interested
in:__________________
b) If your answer is NO to Q#1, think about why you are still undecided, and what kind of assistance
should you get to help make up your mind soon. Contact a faculty member to get advice; or contact
the Science Advisor (Sandra.Castro-Pearson@minneapolis.edu). Write a plan below:

3) Does your career track of interest require you to have dual degrees, cross training in other programs,
within the science disciplines, or in addition to science?

4) For the types of programs or careers you are interested in pursuing:
a) First think about which university you want to transfer to. List them below:

b) Within a particular discipline, are you aware of which track you want to pursue? (Be aware that in
almost all departments in a four-year school or university, there are several tracks available).

c) Are you aware of which Math, Science and General Education courses your university of interest
expects you to complete, before placing into Junior Year? Do you know which among those
courses can be completed here at MCTC?
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Go to the website of those universities, to the webpage for the department of choice and review
their curriculum in the undergraduate program link (for example: for chemistry at the
University of Minnesota, www.umn.edu, type in “chemistry” in the search box. Choose TC
campus for Twin Cities. Then click on Undergraduate Program, and then click on “curriculum”.
Scroll down to see all the requirements for all the tracks available).
5. Pick a couple of tracks you are interested in, and create a list of all the courses that are needed in the
first three years. Among them determine which ones you have already completed, which ones you must
still complete, and which ones we offer here at MCTC. (Note: MCTC offers some of the courses that
are offered at 3000 and 4000 level = junior and senior level at some of the transfer institutions; See
the Documents related to Full Curriculum for MCTC’s science programs).
Courses expected in the
first three years at the
transfer institution

I have completed

I still need to complete

MCTC offers them ?
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Next Complete Form B if you plan to be at MCTC next semester/year.
If you are planning to complete your requirements or graduation this semester, have
you checked your DARS report?
Have you submitted the “intent to graduate” form?
Contact the Science Advisor (Sandra.Castro.Pearson@minneapolis.edu) for help, or
make appointment with her at the front desk in the Science Building first floor)
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